
Some reasons why we collect things 

Psychology 
of Collecting



HUNTING AND GATHERING
 Carl Jung traced collecting to  

the way that pre-agricultural cultures  
survived by gathering food and storing  
it against lean times. The people who 

most successfully piled up food and other 
necessities were more likely to survive  

winters, droughts, and other difficulties.  



HUNTING AND GATHERING
 Accumulating is an advantage and  

the feeling of security from surrounding 
oneself with valuable possessions encourages 

people to continue this behavior.  
The collector takes this instinct to a more 

intellectual level, seeking certain carefully 
selected objects instead of simply gathering 

everyday items in greater numbers.



CONSUMERISM
We live in a consumer culture in which  

we are defined by our possessions. 



PREVENT AND ACCEPT DEATH 
Collectors deal with their inevitable  

demise by creating something that will live  
on after they are gone. We often hear that  

we are not the owners of our collections  
but only temporary custodians, with  

the duty to protect these treasures until  
we pass them on to the next generation. 



CONNECTION WITH  
SOMETHING LARGER 

People want to be part of something bigger 
than themselves. This could be belonging  

to a group, a religion, or a tradition.  
Collectors often have an interest in history, 

and owning artifacts such as coins gives 
relations that span time and space.



MASTERY
Collecting allows us to achieve  

mastery through specialized knowledge  
and expertise.



REDUCING ANXIETY
As an adult, acquiring new  

objects also provides temporary relief  
from anxiety, loneliness and uncertainty.  

This model sees collecting as  
pathological and as a compulsion  

or defect instead of a hobby.



RETURN TO CHILDHOOD
Collecting behavior peaks at around  

age 10, with nearly all children  
having some type of collection:  

stones, bottle caps, seashells, books,  
or whatever other objects fascinate  

the young collector. Toy makers sometimes 
design their products to appeal  

to this collecting impulse of a hobby.



RETURN TO CHILDHOOD
Most people look back on their childhoods 

fondly, and it is natural that we want to return 
to the things that enthralled us in our youth. 

 
 
 



AS A CHILD
what did you collect? 



AS AN ADULT
what do you collect? 



AS A DESIGNER
what do you collect? 



AS DESIGNERS
why do we collect things?  

(are we different.)



AS VISUAL CREATORS
what images have  

impacted you 



AS CREATORS  
OF MEANING

what words and images  
have kept with you 



AS DESIGNERS
how can we document  

our collections? 



WHY I AM A DESIGNER
12–15 subjects/objects/people 

that help to explain  
why you are a designer 


